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One in two smokers will stop with e-cig

One in two smokers quit smoking the traditional cigarette thanks to the use of the electronic driven.
This is the conclusion of research conducted by the Centre National Institute of Health in
collaboration with the Centre Smoke San Giovanni Bosco Hospital in Turin. Monitored 34 smokers,
18 men and 16 women, average age 40, who consumed about 20 cigarettes a day for at least twenty
years. After four months, 50% used only a single electronic cigarette. (USA Today)

Turin City: Scanderebech in
the group Pd
Federica Scanderebech getting ready
to move into the Democratic Party.
Councillor City of Turin, the daughter of
former parliamentarian and ironing ...

Turin Municipality: Annual
equalized to 1.356 billion
Started this afternoon in the Red Room
at the town hall, the debate on the
Budget 2014. The budget document
was shown ...

Turin: Government cuts
another 4 million
Less than 4 million in the solidarity
funds. So translates to Turin cut by €
175 million in transfers to Local
Authorities ...

Moncalieri: Primary
November 30
The primaries in Moncalieri, Piedmont's
fifth largest city by population, will be
held on 30 November. After a long
standoff tr ...

Intesa Sp: first woman
director of the North West
Changing the Regional Directors of the
Bank of the Territories of Intesa
Sanpaolo with a twist generational (the
average age drops 10 an ...
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The most read of Building
Turin: Circ. 3, Valley president resigns
He resigned last night, before the Council of the District III
President Daniel Valle, who was elected last spring in the
Regional Council with the Democratic Party. "Pe ...

Other news of Porter
Bad weather, Alexandria mayor, "a castrofe"
"We have twenty closed roads, isolated villages, landslides and
boulders everywhere: it is a catastrophe." The ANSA says the
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